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Atomistic mechanism of proton conduction in solid CsHSO4 by a first-principles study
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The electronic structure and proton conduction mechanism of CsHSO4 in phases I and II have been studied
by density-functional theory. The calculated results show that both phases have similar property in the elec-
tronic structure. Proton transfer paths and barriers have been investigated by the nudged elastic band method.
The similarities and differences of proton transfers in two phases have been discussed. For phase I, the
calculated results indicate that the reorientations of the sulfate tetrahedrons can take place frequently, which is
in accordance with the experimental observation. For phase II, the highly ordered hydrogen-bond network
makes the reorientation of the tetrahedron very difficult. The relatively disordered hydrogen-bond network in
phase I plays an important role in the dynamics of tetrahedron, which speeds up proton transfer significantly.
The atomistic proton-transfer mechanism in phase I is proposed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last few years, proton conductors arouse
great interest because of their applications in energy sto
and fuel cell. A key part of fuel cell is the electrolyte, whic
conducts protons. At low temperature~below 370 K!, proton
exchange membrane can be applied for the electrolyte.1 At
high temperature (;800–1200 K), some perovskite-typ
oxides based on SrCeO3, BaCeO3, CaZrO3, SrZrO3, and
BaZrO3 exhibit good proton conductivity, and can be us
for this purpose.2 In the intermediate temperature range
;370–800 K, however, there are very few candidates
the solid electrolytes. So there is a gap for this range. Ces
hydrogen sulfate~CHS! such as CsHSO4 is a potential can-
didate since it exhibits extremely high proton conductiv
above 415 K.3 In 2001 the first fuel cell based on CHS wa
made and it can operate in the range of;420–470 K.4

At usual atmospheric condition, CHS has three phase
the temperature range of 123–420 K:5–7

CHS-III ⇒
3302370 K

CHS-II ⇒
4102415 K

CHS-I. ~1!

Below 330 K, CHS is in phase III~CHS-III! with a mono-
clinic structure. At 330–370 K, phase III transforms in
phase II~CHS-II! with another monoclinic structure. Abov
410 K, phase II transforms into phase I~CHS-I! with a te-
tragonal structure. Among them, CHS-I shows extrem
high proton conductivity~of the order of 109 s21), which is
three to four orders of magnitude greater than that
CHS-II.3

Experimentally, proton conductivity in CHS~particularly
for CHS-I! has been extensively studied.3,8–10 For CHS-I,
experimentalists usually consider that proton intrabo
jumps and the reorientation of the O-H groups should
responsible for the high conductivity. Theoretically, only
few calculations have been devoted to these materials. So
no first-principles study has been reported. For CHS
0163-1829/2004/69~16!/165114~13!/$22.50 69 1651
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Kreueret al. recently investigated the proton-transfer mech
nism in CHS-I using the classical molecular-dynam
simulations.11,12 However, as the authors mentioned in the
papers that ‘‘a physically correct simulation of the hydrog
bond is probably outside the scope of the classical molec
dynamics technique using pair potentials only.’’ Up to no
some basic questions still are not very clear, e.g., CHS-I
CHS-II have the same chemical formula, why is the prot
conductivity in CHS-II significantly lower than that in
CHS-I? The atomistic mechanism of proton transfer in th
materials has not been well understood either. Such b
information may be useful for the further improvement
proton conductors. Also the investigation of the proto
transfer mechanism in the solid acids is interesting from
academic point of view. Therefore, it is worth studying the
materials using the advanced theory.

In this paper, we will focus on CHS-II and CHS-I sinc
CHS-III is only available as a wet material. We have inve
tigated the electronic structure and the proton-trans
mechanism in CHS-I and CHS-II from the first-principle
calculations. We found that both phases have similar pr
erty in the electronic structure. Proton-transfer paths and
riers are searched withouta priori knowledge. The similari-
ties and differences of the proton-transfer mechan
between the two phases will be discussed in some detai

The remainder of this paper is organized in three subs
tions. In Sec. II, the theoretical method is introduced. In S
III, we present the results, in which the electronic structu
and the proton diffusion paths and barriers will be discuss
In Sec. IV, the conclusions are summarized.

II. THEORETICAL METHODS

The calculations were performed using the plane-wa
basisVASP code,16,17 implementing the generalized gradie
approximation~GGA! of Perdew and Wang.18 The interac-
tion between the ion and the electron is described using
projector augmented wave method19 ~PAW! with plane
©2004 The American Physical Society14-1
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waves up to a cutoff energy of 400 eV. In the PAW, there
all-electron description of the electronic-ion-core interactio
This method is able to describe bulk properties to the leve
accuracy as comparable to FLAPW calculations.20 The con-
figurations@Kr#5s25p66s1 for cesium,@Ne#3s23p4 for sul-
phur, and@He#2s22p4 for oxygen were treated as valenc
electrons, where the core electron configurations are sh
in square brackets. Brillouin-zone integrations were p
formed on the grid of Monkhost-Pack procedure.21 For me-
dium size cells (5.8235.82314.64 Å3 for CHS-I and 7.94
38.3537.85 Å3 for CHS-II!, 33331 and 23232 k-point
meshes were used for CHS-I and CHS-II, respectively. T
convergence for both cases within 10 meV~per unit cell! was
achieved~compared with the more dense meshes of 535
31 and 43434 for CHS-I and CHS-II, respectively!. For
the larger supercells, only a fewk points were used and th
convergence within 50 meV was achieved.

To determine proton diffusion barriers and paths,
nudged elastic band method22 ~NEB! was used. In the NEB
method, a series of the initial images between the two po
tial minima is chosen, and each image is only allowed
move into the direction perpendicular to the hypertange
which is calculated as the normal vector between the
neighboring images. Hence the energy is minimized in
directions except for the direction of the reaction path.
damped molecular dynamics was used to relax ions~until the
forces in each image are less than 0.06 eV/Å! with the time
step of 0.01–0.1 fs. After the NEB calculations, a qua
Newton algorithm was used to refine the obtained results~for
the transition states!. In the quasi-Newton procedure th
forces are minimized rather than the energy. The forces
the stress tensor are used to determine the search direc
for finding the equilibrium positions until the forces in a
directions of ions are less than 0.04 eV/Å.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Geometric structures of CHS-I and CHS-II

The computed structure of CHS-II is shown in Fig. 1~b!,
where the structure parameters are compiled in Table
shows that the calculated results agree with the experime
data well within DFT-GGA error. CHS-I belongs to a tetra
onal cell with space groupI41 /amd. There is no ambiguity
about the positions of the heavy cesium ions, but there
debate about hydrogen locations, and consequently the e
orientations of the SO4 tetrahedrons. Mainly, there are thre
models proposed by Jirak,23 Merinov,24 and Belushkin25,26

from the experimental observations. In our study,27 we found
a model, which is energetically~0.6 eV per cell! more stable
than these models. This model is presented in Fig. 1~a! and
the lattice parameters are compiled in Table I.

B. Electronic structures of CHS-I and CHS-II

The total and local density of states~DOS! for the perfect
CHS were calculated using the tetrahedron method w
dense meshes (83834 and 83838 k point for CHS-I and
CHS-II, respectively!. The results for CHS-I and CHS-II ar
16511
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shown in Figs. 2~A! and 2~B!, respectively. Overall,~A! and
~B! are quite similar. In the figures,a represents the tota
DOS and the others are the projected DOS. O1-H•••O2 rep-
resents a hydrogen bond, in which H is strongly bound to1

and weakly bound to O2. O3 represents an oxygen atom
which is not involved in the hydrogen bond. The dashed a
dotted lines display the valence-band maximum and
conduction-band minimum, respectively. By the integrati
projected DOS up to the Fermi level, the total charges of
ions in the hydrogen bond are compiled in Table II.

Since both CHS-I and CHS-II belong to ionic crysta
there should be very limited covalent bonding between
and O. However, Figs. 2~A! and 2~B! show that a valance
band of Cs 5s character is almost the same level as that o
2s. This is a mere coincidence and does not mean a str
covalent bonding between Cs and O. This can be verified
visualizing the charge density~not plotted!.

For the hydrogen bonding properties, in Fig. 2,d and e
clearly show that there is covalent bonding between H a
O1, and, in Fig. 2,e and f vaguely show that there is little
bonding between H 1s and O2 2s. This indicates that H is
strongly bound to O1 and only weakly bound to O2. There is
no bonding between H and O3 since O3 is not involved in the
hydrogen bond. Quantitatively, Table II shows that the to
charge of O1 is greater than that of O2, which in turn is
greater than that of O3. This is consistent with the hydroge
bonding properties.

The band gaps estimated as the energy difference betw
the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied one-elec
states are 5.26 eV and 5.31 eV for CHS-I and CHS-II,

FIG. 1. Crystal structures of CsHSO4 in phase I~a! and phase II
~b!. The biggest ball represents cesium ion, the smaller black ba
oxygen, the gray ball is sulphur, and the smallest ball is hydrog
Note that~b! includes two primitive cells alongz direction sepa-
rated by the dashed line. For CHS-II, the hydrogen-bond networ
highly ordered and all the hydrogen bonds are identical crysta
graphically. In this configuration, it is very difficult to rotate th
tetrahedron to form a new hydrogen bond of O1-H•••O3 ~a local
minimum!. Since this rotation will result in the breaking of th
hydrogen bond of O3-H•••O4 ~see the text for detail!.
4-2
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TABLE I. Comparision between the calculated and the experimental structures for CHS-I and C
The symbol of O1-H•••O2 represents a hydrogen bond, in which H is strongly bound to O1 and weakly
bound to O2. For CHS-I, only lattice parameters are listed because for other parameters the different pr
results in the different values.

CsHSO4-II ~monoclinic, space groupP21 /c)
Parameter Calculated Experiment

a ~Å! 7.944 7.781
b ~Å! 8.349 8.147
c ~Å! 7.851 7.722
b ~deg! 109.372° 110.775°
d(O1-H) (Å) 1.051 0.94~4!

d(H•••O2) ~Å! 1.488 1.70~4!

d(O1-H•••O2) ~Å! 2.636 2.526
/O1HO2 ~deg! 168.52° 174(6)°

CsHSO4-I ~tetragonal, space groupI41 /amd)
Parameter Calculated Experiment

a ~Å! 5.845 5.741
c ~Å! 14.794 14.315
d(O1-H) ~Å! 1.025 or 1.024
d(H•••O2) ~Å! 1.575 or 1.576
d(O1-H•••O2) ~Å! 2.571 or 2.588

aExperiment from Ref. 13.
bExperiment from Ref. 25.
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spectively. Alternatively, it can be calculated as a differen
of the total energies of the system withN, N11, andN21
electrons:28

Egp5Etot~per!111Etot~per!2122Etot~per!, ~2!

FIG. 2. Density of states~DOS! for CHS-I ~A! and CHS-II~B!.
a is the total DOS and the others includingb, c, d, e, f , andg
are the projected DOS. O1-H•••O2 represents a hydrogen bond,
which H is strongly bound to O1 and weakly bound to O2 . O3

represents the oxygen ion which is not involved in the hydrog
bond. The dashed and dotted lines display the valence-band m
mum ~VBM ! and the conduction-band minimum~CBM!, respec-
tively.
16511
ewhere Etot(per) is the total energy of the perfect neutr
supercell, andEtot(per)11 andEtot(per)21 are the total en-
ergy of the supercell in the charge states11 and21, re-
spectively. The calculated results are compiled in Table
These values may be more reliable than those from o
electron eigenvalue~note that DFT usually underestimate
the band gap29!. The band gaps in Table III indicate that bo
phases are electrical insulators, which is one of the requ
ments for the fuel cell application.

C. Proton transfer in CHS-I and CHS-II

Proton-transfer paths and barriers were investigated
the NEB method.22 The transfer processes will be discuss
by analyzing the transition states and the minimum ene
paths. We have systematically investigated the follow

n
xi-

TABLE II. Calculated total charges of ions in the hydroge
bond for CHS-I and CHS-II. The symbol of O1-H•••O2 represents
a hydrogen bond, in which H is strongly bound to O1, and weakly
bound to O2 . O3 represents the oxygen ion which is not involved
the hydrogen bond. For CHS-I, there are two types of H bonds~just
tiny difference!. For CHS-II, all the hydrogen bonds are identica

CHS-I
d(O1-H•••O2)

~Å!
d(O1-H)

~Å!
d(H•••O2)

~Å! O2 O1 O3 H

2.571 1.025 1.575 5.203 5.180 5.168 0.64
2.588 1.024 1.576 5.198 5.172 5.165 0.65

CHS-II
2.636 1.051 1.488 5.166 5.141 5.135 0.61
4-3
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XUEZHI KE AND ISAO TANAKA PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 165114 ~2004!
processes:~1! proton transfer within the sulfate tetrahedro
~2! proton transfer within the hydrogen bond,~3! proton
transfer to the nearest-neighboring~NN! tetrahedron, and~4!
proton transfer to the next-nearest-neighboring~NNN! tetra-
hedron. The item~4! contains~a! proton rotation and~b!
proton diffusion. These almost include all of the possib
proton-transfer paths, therefore the obtained results will h
us understand the proton-conduction mechanism in these
terials. On the basis of these transfer processes, the pro
tunneling effect will be discussed in the end.

1. Proton transfer between the two oxygen ions within the SO4

tetrahedron

For CHS-I, Fig. 3 presents the successive ‘‘snapshots
proton transfer between the two oxygen ions within the s
fate tetrahedron, and the corresponding energy profile
this process is shown in Fig. 4, in which symbola is the
initial state,b is the transition state~TS!, c is the local mini-
mum state,d is the TS,e is the local minimum, andf is the
final state. In the TS, proton is located equally between
two oxygen ions, and the distance between the two oxy

TABLE III. The band gaps for CHS-I and CHS-II estimate
from two different methods. One is measured from the energy
ference between the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied
electron states. Another is calculated as a difference of the
energies of the system according to Eq.~2!. Note that the first
method in DFT usually underestimates the band gap~Ref. 29!.

Approaches CHS-I~eV! CHS-II ~eV!

Measured from one-electron states 5.26 5.31
Calculated from total energies 6.03 6.08
16511
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ions @d(O1•••O2)52.263 Å# is shorter than that of the ini
tial state~2.491 Å!. In the other proton-transfer processes,
found that the distance between the two oxygen ions in
TS is always shorter than that of the initial state~actually, it
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ne-
tal

FIG. 3. Successive ‘‘snapshots’’ of proton transfer between
two oxygen ions within the sulfate tetrahedron in CHS-I, in whi
~a! is initial state,~b! is transition state~TS!, ~c! is local potential
minimum state,~d! is another TS,~e! is another local minimum, and
~f! is final state. In the TS~d!, proton is located midway between th
two oxygen ions.~g! is the electronic charge contour map for the T
~d!. The contour plane is defined by one hydrogen and two oxy
ions @denoted as O1 and O2 in ~d!#. The contour map is enlarged fo
clarity. The energy profile for this process is shown as a solid line
Fig. 4.
FIG. 4. The energy profile~solid line! for the process in Fig. 3. The diffusion paths is along the arrow in Fig. 3~a!. The symbols
a, b, c, d, e, and f correspond to the ‘‘snapshots’’ in Fig. 3, in whicha is initial state,b is transition state~TS!, c is local potential
minimum,d is another TS,e is another local minimum, andf is final state. The dashed line represents the similar process in CHS-II.
4-4
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ATOMISTIC MECHANISM OF PROTON CONDUCTION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 165114 ~2004!
is the shortest along the diffusion path!. This suggests tha
proton transfer usually is phonon assisted.30,31 The interac-
tion in the TS is investigated further by analyzing the char
density distribution as displayed in Fig. 3~g!. The charge
contour map shows that proton does not have much inte
tion with oxygen ions~almost free proton!, implying that a
large barrier may occur.14 This is verified in the energy pro
file. Figure 4 shows that the barrier is as high as 1.54
indicating that this process is almost prohibited~in the tem-
perature range of our interest!. Noticeably, there are two lo
cal minima includingc ande along the diffusion path. It can
be seen from Fig. 4 that proton can reach the local minim
c after overcoming a low barrier of 0.25 eV. This means t
proton can visit this minimum frequently. In the real diffu
sion, this indicates that proton does not really diffuse to
other sites, and it just moves forward and then backw
with simultaneous reorientations of the sulfate tetrahed
@see Figs. 3~a!–3~c! for the reorientation of the top tetrahe
dron#. This phenomenon is in accord with the experimen
observation by the rf-microwave dielectric measurement
which the fast reorientations of the sulfate tetrahedr
(1012 s21) were observed.15

For CHS-II, the energy profile for the similar process
plotted as a dashed line in Fig. 4. It shows that the bar
also is quite high, therefore the process is forbidden too.
curve for CHS-II does not display a local minimum. This
different from that of CHS-I. For CHS-II, Fig. 1~b! shows
that the hydrogen-bond network is highly ordered, and all
hydrogen bonds are identical crystallographically. As a
sult, the formation of a new hydrogen bond of O1-H•••O3 ~a
local minimum! will cause the breaking of the hydroge
bond of O3-H•••O4 @see Fig. 1~b!#. Thus this makes the
rotation of the tetrahedron very difficult. Therefore no loc
minimum occurs along the diffusion path. Whereas
CHS-I the hydrogen-bond network is disordered to some
tent. As a result, a new hydrogen bond can be formed~by
rotating one tetrahedron! without breaking other hydroge
bonds @see Fig. 3~c!#. Therefore, the disordered hydroge
bond network in CHS-I is essential for the dynamics of t
tetrahedron in CHS-I.

The essential difference between CHS-I and CHS-II
this process is that proton can reach a local minimum ea
in CHS-I, but this is not the case in CHS-II. Due to this loc
minimum, proton may continue to diffuse to the neare
neighboring tetrahedron in CHS-I~it will be discussed in the
later section!. In addition, this local minimum causes th
reorientations of the tetrahedrons, it may make the dista
between the two oxygen ions in two neighboring tetra
drons shorter to assist proton transfers.

2. Proton transfer within the hydrogen bond

The simplest proton jump between the sulfate tetra
drons one may presume is that along the hydrogen bon
shown in Fig. 5. As will be revealed in this section, th
energy barrier for this jump is quite low. However, the tran
fer is confined within the hydrogen bond. In other word
proton can just jump forward and then backward within t
hydrogen bond, but it cannot move out of the hydrog
16511
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bond. Therefore the jump cannot contribute to the diffusiv
directly. It may facilitate other proton-transfer processes.

First we have investigated a single proton transfer. O
one among four protons per unit cell is made to jump. W
found that the energy simply increases along the diffus
path, and there is no local minimum. The energy incre
may be ascribed to the formation of H2SO4 and SO4 tetra-
hedrons out of two HSO4. Instead of this, we investigate
the concerted transfer, in which several protons diffuse
multaneously as shown in Fig. 5. In our study, we assu
that four protons transfer to the next oxygen ions simu
neously under the periodical boundary condition.

For CHS-I, Fig. 5 presents the snapshots of proton tra
fers between the two oxygen ions within the hydrog
bonds, and the corresponding energy profile for this proc
is shown as a solid line in~e!, in which ~a!, ~b!, and ~c!
represent the initial-state, TS, and final-state configuratio
respectively. In the TS, proton is located approximately m

FIG. 5. ‘‘Snapshots’’ of proton transfer between the two oxyg
ions within the hydrogen bond in CHS-I.~a!, ~b!, and~c! represent
the initial state, the TS, and the final-state configurations, resp
tively. ~d! is the electronic charge density for the TS. The conto
map plane is defined by one hydrogen and two oxygen ions.~e! is
the corresponding energy profile for this process~solid line!. The
reaction paths is defined along the arrow in~a!. The solid and
dashed lines in~e! represent the similar process for CHS-I an
CHS-II, respectively.
4-5
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FIG. 6. Proton transfer to the next oxygen ion of the nearest-neighboring~NN! tetrahedron in CHS-I.~A! shows that there are thre
proton-transfer paths including O1→O2 , O1→O3, and O1→O4. The first path (O1→O2) was feasible. The second path (O1→O3) also is
feasible. The process for O1→O3 is illustrated as the ‘‘snapshots’’ in~B!, and the corresponding energy profile is shown in~C!, in which a
is initial state,b is TS,c is local potential minimum,d is TS, ande is final state. The reaction path is simply expressed as the image i
since it is hard to be coordinated in this case. The third path (O1→O3) is forbidden~see the text for detail!.
e
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way between the two oxygen ions, and the distance betw
the two oxygen ions@d(O1•••O2)52.42 Å# is shorter than
that of the initial state~2.51 Å!. The interaction in the TS is
investigated further by analyzing the charge-density distri
tion as displayed in Fig. 5~d!. The charge contour map show
that proton is surrounded by the charges from the two o
gen ions. This means proton has relatively strong cova
16511
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-
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interaction with the oxygen ions, indicating that the barr
may be low. This is verified in the energy profile. Figure 5~e!
shows that the barrier is only 0.16 eV.

For CHS-II, the situation is quite similar to that in CHS-
i.e., a single proton transfer also is forbidden. The conce
transfer is energetically favorable. The energy profile
CHS-II is plotted as a dashed line in Fig. 5~e!. The barrier is
4-6
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0.17 eV.
According to the above investigation, proton trans

within the hydrogen bond is feasible for both phases wh
the concerted motion is assumed. In the real diffusion, pro
transfers will take place along the chemical potential dir
tion ~from the high to the low! within the hydrogen bonds.

3. Proton transfer to the next oxygen ion
of the nearest-neighboring tetrahedron

For CHS-I, Fig. 6~A! shows that there are three paths f
proton transfer to the next oxygen ion of the NN tetrahedr
They include O1→O2, O1→O3, and O1→O4. The first path
(O1→O2) is feasible as discussed in the preceding sectio
proton transfer within the hydrogen bond. The second p
(O1→O3) also is feasible. The transfer process is illustra
as the snapshots in Fig. 6~B!, and the corresponding energ
profile is shown in Fig. 6~C!, in which symbola is the initial
state,b is the TS,c is the local minimum,d is the TS, ande
is the final state. The process froma to c is the same as tha
from Fig. 3~a! to Fig. 3~c!. The process fromc to e is similar
to that of proton transfer within the hydrogen bond. It can
seen from Fig. 6~C! that froma to c proton reaches a loca
minimum after overcoming a low barrier of 0.25 eV, an
then from there it continues to transfer to the next oxygen
with a low barrier of 0.11 eV. As for the third path, O1
→O4, the calculated results show that the minimum ene
path follows O1→O2→O4. As discussed previously, proto
transfer within the sulfate tetrahedron is almost forbidd
Since proton transfer from O2 to O4 is within the tetrahe-
dron, therefore this path is virtually forbidden.

For CHS-II, Fig. 7 shows that there also are three path
the NN tetrahedron including O1→O2, O1→O3, and O1

FIG. 7. Proton transfer to the nearest-neighboring tetrahedro
CHS-II. It shows that there are three proton-transfer paths includ
O1→O2 , O1→O3, and O1→O4. The first path (O1→O2) is fea-
sible as discussed in Sec. III C 2~proton transfer within the hydro
gen bond!. The others including O1→O3 and O1→O4 are almost
forbidden~see the text for detail!.
16511
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→O4. Due to the same reasons as CHS-I, the first path1
→O2 is feasible and the third path O1→O4 is forbidden. We
found that the second path O1→O3 also is forbidden. The
calculated results show that the minimum energy path
lows O1→O2→O3. Since proton transfer from O2 to O3 is
within the tetrahedron, therefore this path is forbidden. T
is different from that of CHS-I. The reason is almost t
same as before, i.e., the highly ordered hydrogen-bond
work in CHS-II makes the formation of a new hydroge
bond of O1-H•••O3 impossible, thus no local minimum oc
curs, and consequently the diffusion barrier increases sig
cantly along this path.

According to the above investigation, it shows that on
proton in CHS-I can be transferred to the NN tetrahedr
After proton transfers to the NN tetrahedron (e in Fig. 6!,
from there it may continue to rotate from one hydrogen bo
to the next. The rotation process is illustrated as the sn
shots in Fig. 8, and the energy profile for this process
shown below. In the initial state~a!, proton is located be-
tween O1 and O2. In the final state~c!, proton is located

in
g

FIG. 8. After proton transfer to the nearest-neighboring tetra
dron in CHS-I (e in Fig. 6!, it continues to rotate from one hydro
gen bond to the next. The process is illustrated as the ‘‘snapsh
in ~a!–~c!. In the initial state~a!, proton is located between O1 and
O2 ~forming O1-H•••O2). In final state~c!, proton is located be-
tween O1 and O3 ~forming a new hydrogen bond of O1-H•••O3).
The energy profile for this process is shown in the lower half of
figure. The reaction pathu is defined in the snapshot~a!. The barrier
for this process is 0.52 eV.
4-7
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FIG. 9. Proton rotation around the oxygen ions in CHS-I.~A! and~B! represent the processes in thexz andyz planes, respectively. The
process for~A! is illustrated as the trajectory, and the barrier for this process is 0.48 eV. The process for~B! is illustrated as the ‘‘snapshots,
in which a is initial state,b is TS,c is local minimum,d is another TS, ande is final state. The corresponding energy profile for the snaps
is shown in Fig. 10.
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between O1 and O3. It can be seen from the figure that pr
ton can be transferred from one hydrogen bond to the nex
rotating with a barrier of 0.52 eV. Alternatively, from ther
proton may continue to transfer to the next oxygen ion. T
barrier for proton transfer from O1 to O4 @in Fig. 8~a!# is 0.23
eV ~not plotted!. According to the above investigation, w
can see that proton actually can transfer between the
oxygen ions within the tetrahedron indirectly, e.g., prot
can transfer from O2 to O1 with a barrier of 0.25 eV@see Fig.
8~a! for the oxygen symbols#, and then from there it can
transfer to O4 with a barrier of 0.23 eV.

4. Proton transfer to the next oxygen ion
of the next-nearest-neighboring tetrahedron

Another possibility for a long-range proton diffusion ca
be made via a proton transfer to the NNN tetrahedron.
this process, we found that proton first rotates to a lo
minimum in order to make the distance between the t
oxygen ions shorter~O-H bond is not broken!, and then from
there it continues to diffuse to the NNN tetrahedron. To a
dress the problem explicitly, we divide the process into t
parts: ~a! Proton rotation around the oxygen ion, and~b!
proton diffusion to the next oxygen ion of the NNN tetrah
dron.
16511
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a. Proton rotation around the oxygen ion.For CHS-I,
Figs. 9~A! and 9~B! illustrate proton rotation in thexz andyz
planes, respectively. Figure 9~A! shows the trajectory of the
rotation. In the final state, proton is located between O1 and
O2. The barrier for this process is 0.48 eV. For a sing
proton rotation in theyz plane@in Fig. 9~B!#, we found that
there is no local minimum between O1 and O2. Therefore
proton will come back once it is forced to rotate to the s
between O1 and O2. Instead of this, we turn to investigat
the concerted rotation, i.e., two protons rotate simu
neously. In this way there is a local minimum for the prot
between O1 and O2. This may take place in the real diffu
sion, e.g., protonP2 may rotate or diffuse to the other site
and then there is a local minimum for protonP1 between O1
and O2. This rotation process is illustrated as the snapsh
in Fig. 9, and the energy profile for this process is shown
Fig. 10, in which the symbolsa,b,c,d, ande represent the
initial-state, TS, local minimum, another TS, and final-sta
configurations, respectively. The barrier for this process
0.24 eV.

Due to the highly ordered hydrogen-bond network
CHS-II, the hydrogen bonds are identical crystallograp
cally. Therefore there is only one type of rotation in CHS-
4-8
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The process is illustrated in Fig. 11~A!, and the energy pro
file for this process is presented in Fig. 11~B!. Overall, the
energy profile in this process is quite similar to that of CHS
in Fig. 9~A! ~that was not plotted!.

b. Proton diffusion to the next oxygen ion of the NN
tetrahedron.After proton rotates to a local minimum, from
there it may continue to diffuse to the NNN tetrahedron. T
diffusion processes for CHS-I and CHS-II are illustrated
Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, respectively.

For CHS-I, Figs. 12~A! and 12~B! illustrate proton trans-
fers in thexz andyz planes, respectively. The trajectory fo
proton transfer in thexz plane is illustrated in Fig. 12~A!,
and the energy profile for this process is shown in Fig. 12~C!.
The barrier for this process is 0.31 eV. Figure 12~B! actually
shows proton transfer within the hydrogen bond. Theref
the barrier is quite low~0.20 eV!.

According to the above investigation~in a and b) for
CHS-I, the barriers for the proton rotation and diffusion
theyz plane are 0.24 eV and 0.20 eV, respectively, which
lower than those~0.48 eV and 0.31 eV! in the xz plane. But
it should be noticed that there are two assumptions for
process in theyz plane, i.e., one is the concerted rotatio
another is the concerted transfer within the hydrogen bo
Therefore, two processes~in the xz andyz planes! may co-
exist in the real proton diffusion.

For CHS-II, the trajectory for proton diffusion to th
NNN tetrahedron is illustrated in Fig. 13~A!, and the energy
profile for the process is shown in Fig. 13~B!. It can be seen
from the figure that the barrier for this process is 0.87
which is significantly higher than that of the similar proce
in CHS-I @0.31 eV in Fig. 12~C!#. In the final state, proton is
located between O2 and O3, rather than between O1 and O2
~because there is no local minimum between O1 and O2 in
CHS-II!. These are different from those in CHS-I. To get
better understanding of the differences, we have investig

FIG. 10. The energy profile for the process of proton rotation
the yz plane@in Fig. 9~B!#. The symbolsa, b, c, d, ande corre-
spond to the ‘‘snapshots’’ in Fig. 9, in whicha is initial state,b is
TS, c is local minimum,d is another TS, ande is final state. The
reaction pathu is defined in the snapshota.
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the electron localization function~ELF! in the TS for CHS-I
and CHS-II. The ELF is proved to be a useful tool to f
studying bonded interactions32,33 since its definition by
Beckeet al.34 The value of the ELF is between 0 and 1, a
it will become relatively large in the regions with covale
bonds or lone pairs or unpaired electrons.32–34 Thus the co-
valent bonds or unpaired electrons can be classified base
the topological analysis of the ELF. We chose the ELF va
in such a way that only the chemically relevant valence el
trons ~unpaired electrons! can be analyzed. The results a
displayed in Fig. 14. It can be seen from the figure that
solid black domain~unpaired electrons! for proton in CHS-II
is clearly distinguished, whereas this is not the case
CHS-I ~see the arrows!. It seems that the unpaired electro
should be responsible for the differences. In order to see
geometric change between the initial state and the TS,
specify Du by choosing the largest angle change in ea
structure in Fig. 14. It shows thatDu (56.82°) in CHS-II is
larger ~almost double! than that (3.56°) in CHS-I. This
means that the distortion of the tetrahedron in CHS-II
greater than that in CHS-I. This strain difference may be a
related to these differences.

FIG. 11. Proton rotation around the oxygen ion in CHS-II. T
process is illustrated as the trajectory in~A!, and energy profile for
this process is shown in~B!. Note that some cesium ions are om
ted for clarity.
4-9
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Due to the light mass, proton quantum-mechanical tunn
ing may play an important role in these materials. This eff
is neglected in our study. Kreuer considered that the pro
tunneling in CHS-I is generally not important based on
analysis of the experimental data.14 This effect can be
roughly discussed based on the proton-transfer processe
potentials. For proton transfer to the NN tetrahedron, it
cludes two processes. The first process is that the tetrahe
rotates, and then proton reaches a local minimum. The
ond process is that from that minimum proton continues
diffuse to the NN tetrahedron in the case of the concer
motion@see froma to e in Fig. 6~B!#. The first process mean
that there will be no local minimum~for proton! without the
rotation of the tetrahedron, indicating that the dynamics
the tetrahedron is important. The second process means
proton can continue to diffuse only without a proton in t
NN tetrahedron~or this proton is diffusing to other place!. In
other words, proton cannot continue to diffuse~including the
tunneling! if the NN tetrahedron is HSO4 formula ~rather
than SO4). For proton transfer to the NNN tetrahedron, t
situation is similar. From these analyses it indicates that
dynamics of the tetrahedrons is more important than the
neling effect.

FIG. 12. After rotating, proton continues to diffuse to the ne
oxygen ion of the next-nearest-neighboring tetrahedron in CH
~A! and ~B! represent the processes inxz and yz planes, respec-
tively. The energy profile for the process in~A! is shown in~C!. The
process in~B! is similar to that of proton transfer within the hydro
gen bond.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The electronic structure and the proton-transfer proces
in phase I~CHS-I! and phase II~CHS-II! have been studied
by density-functional calculations.

CHS-I and CHS-II have the same chemical formula w
the different space group. CHS-I belongs toI41 /amd and
CHS-II belongs toP21 /c. The calculated results show tha
both phases have the similar DOS~or local DOS!, and have
almost the same band gap.

For proton transfer, we have systematically investiga
the possible proton-transfer paths in two phases. The c
parisons of the barriers between CHS-I and CHS-II are co
piled in Table IV. The similarities are summarized as fo
lows:

t
I.

FIG. 13. After rotating, proton continues to diffuse to the ne
oxygen ion of the next-nearest-neighboring tetrahedron in CHS
The process is illustrated as the trajectory in~A!. The energy profile
for this process is shown in~B!. The barrier is 0.87 eV, which is
much higher than that~0.31 eV! of the similar process in CHS-I
The reaction path is roughly described bys.
4-10
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~a! Proton transfer within the sulfate tetrahedron is alm
forbidden.

~b! Proton can jump forward and backward within th
hydrogen bond.

The differences are summarized as follows.
~i! For proton transfer to the NN tetrahedron, this proc

is feasible for CHS-I, whereas it is almost forbidden f
CHS-II.

~ii ! Proton can transfer between the two oxygen io
within the tetrahedron indirectly in CHS-I, however this pr
cess is impossible for CHS-II~as discussed in the section

FIG. 14. The electron localization function~ELF! for the tran-
sition states~TS’s! in the process of proton transfer to the nex
nearest-neighboring~NNN! tetrahedron.~A! and ~B! represent
CHS-I and CHS-II, respectively. We chose ELF~50.88! values in
such a way that only the chemically relevant valence electrons~un-
paired electrons! can be included. Note that all the cesium ions a
omitted for clarity. The change of the largest distortion angle~de-
gree! between the initial state and the TS is shown below the figu
16511
t

s

s
proton transfer to the NN tetrahedron!.

~iii ! For proton transfer to the NNN tetrahedron, there a
two types of the proton-transfer paths in CHS-I, where
there is only one type in CHS-II. The diffusion barrier

FIG. 15. The proposed proton-transfer mechanism in CHS
The symbolsa,b,d,e, f , and g represent the different processe
The arrowa represents the process that proton jumps forward
backward within the hydrogen bond. The arrowsb andc represent
the process that proton transfer to the nearest-neighboring~NN!
tetrahedron, in which this process indicates that proton can tran
within the tetrahedron indirectly~as discussed in the section of pro
ton transfer to the NN tetrahedron!. d is the curved arrow, which
represents the process that proton rotates from one hydrogen
to the next ~also see Fig. 8!. The arrowse and f represent the
processes that proton rotates to a local minimum, and then f
there it continues to diffuse to the nearest-neighboring~NNN! tet-
rahedron. The arrowg represents the process that proton rota
from one hydrogen bond to the next@also see Fig. 9~B!#.

.

ing

ng

noted
TABLE IV. The comparisons of the diffusion barriers between CHS-I and CHS-II in the follow
processes:~1! proton transfer within the tetrahedron,~2! proton transfer within the hydrogen bond,~3! proton
transfer to the nearest-neighboring~NN! tetrahedron, and~4! proton transfer to the next-nearest-neighbori
~NNN! tetrahedron. The item~4! contains~a! proton rotation and~b! proton diffusion. For CHS-I, there are
two types of proton rotation and diffusion to the NNN tetrahedron. The similarity and difference are de
asA and3, respectively. The measured barriers for CHS-I are 0.3–0.4 eV~Ref. 3!. Units are in eV.

Processes CHS-I CHS-II Similar process? Remarks

~1! Transfer within tetrahedron 1.54 1.73 A Almost forbidden
~2! Transfer within hydrogen bond 0.16 0.17 A Feasible
~3! Transfer to NN tetrahedron 0.25, 0.11 No 3 Forbidden for CHS-II
~4! Transfer to NNN tetrahedron

~a! Proton rotation
Type 1 0.48 0.47 A

Type 2 0.24, 0.20 No 3
~b! Proton diffusion
Type 1 0.31 0.87 3 A large barrier for CHS-II
Type 2 0.20 No 3
4-11
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CHS-II is much higher than that in CHS-I.
For proton transfer to the NN tetrahedron, the arran

ment of the hydrogen-bond network should be respons
for the difference between the two phases. Due to the hig
ordered hydrogen-bond network in CHS-II, it makes the
orientation of the tetrahedron very difficult. The relative
disordered hydrogen-bond network in CHS-I makes the
orientation easy, and consequently proton can be easily tr
ferred to the NN tetrahedron.

Based on the above analyses, the proton-transfer me
nism in CHS-I is proposed in Fig. 15. The symbo
a, b, d, e, f , andg represent the different proton-transf
processes. The arrowa represents the process that prot
jumps forward and backward within the hydrogen bond. T
arrowsb andc represent the processes that proton trans
to the NN tetrahedron, in which this process also indica
that proton can transfer between the two oxygen ions wit
the tetrahedron indirectly.d is the curved arrow, which rep
resents the process that proton rotates from one hydro
bond to the next~also see Fig. 8!. The arrowse and f repre-
sent the processes that proton rotates to a local minim
and then from there it continues to diffuse to the NNN tet
hedron. The curved arrowg represents the process that pr
ton rotates from one hydrogen bond to the next. Overall,
diffusion picture looks like that proton jumps forward an
backward within the hydrogen bond~arrow a), sometimes
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